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Abstract

While large grids are currently supporting the work of thousands of scientists, very little is
known about their actual use. Because of strict organizational permissions, there are few
or no traces of grid workloads available to the grid researcher and practitioner. To address
this problem, in this work we present the Grid Workloads Archive (GWA), which is at the
same time a workload data exchange and a meeting point for the grid community. Wede-
fine the requirements for building a workloads archive, and describe theapproach taken to
meet these requirements with the GWA. We introduce a format for sharing gridworkload
information, and tools associated with this format. Using these tools, we collect and ana-
lyze data from nine well-known grid environments, with a total content of morethan 2000
users submitting more than 7 million jobs over a period of over 13 operational years, and
with working environments spanning over 130 sites comprising 10000 resources. We show
evidence that grid workloads are very different from those encountered in other large-scale
environments, and in particular from the workloads of parallel productionenvironments:
they comprise almost exclusively single-node jobs, and jobs arrive in ”bags-of-tasks”. Fi-
nally, we present the immediate applications of the GWA and of its content in several
critical grid research and practical areas: research in grid resource management, and grid
design, operation, and maintenance.
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1 Introduction

Current grids bring together (tens of) thousands of resources for the benefit of
thousands of scientists, in infrastructures such as CERN’s LHC Computing Grid
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(LCG) [1], NorduGrid [2], TeraGrid [3], and the Open Science Grid [4]. Very little
is known about the real grid users’ demand, in spite of the tools that monitor and
log the state of these systems and traces of their workloads.Indeed, because of ac-
cess permissions, almost no grid workload traces are available to the community
that needs them. The lack of grid workload traces hampers both researchers and
practitioners. Most research in grid resource management is based on unrealistic
assumptions about the characteristics of the workloads. Thus, performance eval-
uation studies lack a comparable basis, and researchers often fail to focus on the
specifics of grids, e.g., the ”bag-of-tasks” job arrival behavior. Most grid testing is
in practice performed with unrealistic workloads, and as a result the middleware
is optimized for the wrong use case, and often fails to deliver good service in real
conditions [5–8]. There is little quantitative data for establishing best practices in
grid design, and for grid comparison in the resource procurement process. In this
work we present the design and the current status of the Grid Workloads Archive,
which is an effort to collect grid workload traces and to makethem available to this
community.

The goal of the Grid Workloads Archive (GWA) is to provide a virtual meeting
place where practitioners and researchers can exchange grid workload traces. Ex-
tending established practice [9–12], we define the requirements for an archive of
large-scale distributed system workload traces1 (Section 2). We design the GWA
around building a grid workload data repository, and establishing a community
center around the archived data (Section 3). We further design a grid workload
format for storing job-level information, and which allowsextensions for higher-
level information, e.g., ”bag-of-tasks”. We develop a comprehensive set of tools for
collecting, processing, and using grid workloads. We give special attention to non-
expert users, and devise a mechanism for automated trace ranking and selection. We
have collected so far for the GWA traces from nine well-knowngrid environments,
with a total content of more than 2000 users submitting more than 7 million jobs
over a period of over 13 operational years, and with working environments span-
ning over 130 sites comprising 10000 resources. Thus, we believe that the GWA
already offers a better basis for performance evaluation studies.

With the GWA we target as a first step people involved in grid computing research,
industry, and education. We have already used the contents of the Archive for a
variety of applications, from research in grid resource management to grid mainte-
nance and operation (Section 4). However, we believe that the data, tools, and even
the approach taken for building the GWA will be of immediate use to the broader
community around resource management in large-scale distributed computing sys-
tems.

The Grid Workloads Archive effort was initially motivated by the success of the

1 Throughout this work, we use the terms ”grid workload trace”, ”grid workload”, and
”grid trace” interchangeably.
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Parallel Workloads Archive (PWA [12]), the current de-facto standard source of
workload traces from parallel environments. We also draw inspiration from a num-
ber of archival approaches from other computer science disciplines, e.g., the Inter-
net [9–11] and clusters-based systems [13]. In comparison with the other efforts,
the GWA is the major source of grid-related data, and offers more tools to the com-
munity of workload data users (Section 5).

2 Requirements for a Grid Workload Archive

In this section we synthesize the requirements to build a grid workloads archive.
Our motivation is twofold. First, grid workloads have specific archival require-
ments. Second, in spite of last decade’s evolution of workload archives for scientific
purposes (see Section 5), there is still place for improvement, especially with the
recent evolution of collaborative environments such as Wikis.

We structure the requirements in two broad categories: requirements for building a
grid workload data repository, and requirements for building a community center
for scientists interested in the archived data.

Requirement 1: tools for collecting grid workloads. In many environments, ob-
taining workload data requires special acquisition techniques, i.e., reading hard-
ware counters for computer traces, or capturing packets forInternet and other net-
work traces. Obtaining grid workloads data is comparatively easy: most grid mid-
dleware log all job-related events. However, it is usually difficult to correlate in-
formation from several logs. This problem is starting to be solved by the use of
unique job identifiers. Second, to keep the size of the logs small, fixed-size logs are
used, and old data are archived or even removed. Third, due topolitical difficulties,
parts of a data set may be obtained from several grid participants. Fourth, to pro-
vide uniformity, a workload archive provides a common format for data storage.
The format must comprehensively cover current workload features, and also be ex-
tensible to accommodate future requirements. To conclude,there is a need for tools
that can collect and combine data from multiple sources, andstore it in a common
grid workload format (requirement 1).

Requirement 2: tools for grid workload processing. Following the trend of In-
ternet traces, sensitive information must not be disclosed. For grids, environment
restrictions to data access are in place, so it is unlikely that truly sensitive data
(e.g., application input) can be obtained or published. However, there still exists
the need to anonymize any information that can lead to easilyand uniquely iden-
tifying a machine, an application, or a user (requirement 2a).Time series analysis
is the main technique to analyze workload data in computing environments. While
many generic data analysis tools exist, they require specific configuration and pol-
icy selection, and input data selection and formatting. In addition, the data in the
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archive is often subjected to the same analysis: marginal distribution estimation
and analysis, second and higher order moment analysis, statistical fitting, and time-
based load estimation. In addition, grids exhibit patternsof batch submission, and
require that workload analysis is combined with monitoringinformation analysis.
To assist in these operations, there is a need for grid-specific workload analysis
tools (requirement 2b). The data donors and the non-expert users expect a user-
friendly presentation of the workload analysis data. The GWA community needs
tools that facilitate the addition of new grid workloads, including a web summary.
Thus, there is a need for tools to create workload analysis reports (requirement 2c).

Requirement 3: tools for using grid workloads. The results of workload model-
ing research are often too complex for easy adoption. Even finding the parameter
values for another data set may prove too much for the common user. By com-
parison to previous computing environments (e.g., clusters), grid models need to
include additional (i.e., per-cluster, per-group) and more complex (e.g., batching)
information. There is a need for tools to extract for a given data set the values of the
parameters of common models (requirement 3a). The common user may also find
difficult to generate traces based on a workload model. Thereis a need to generate
synthetic workloads based on models representative for thedata in the archive (re-
quirement 3b). Since the grid workload format can become complex, there exists
also a need for developer support (i.e., libraries for parsing and loading the data)
(requirement 3c).

Requirement 4: tools for sharing grid workloads. Over time, the archive may
grow to include tens to hundreds of traces. Even when few traces are present,
the non-expert user faces the daunting task of trace selection for a specific pur-
pose. There is a need for ranking and searching mechanisms ofarchived data (re-
quirement 4a). There is a need to comment on the structure and contents of the
archive, and to discuss on various topics, in short, to create a medium for workload
data exchange (requirement 4b). One of the main reasons for establishing the grid
workloads archive is the lack of data access permission for alarge majority of the
community members. We set as a requirement the public and free access to data
(requirement 4c).

Requirement 5: community-building tools. There are several other community-
building support requirements. There is a need for creatinga bibliography on re-
search on grid (and related) workloads (requirement 5a), a bibliography on research
and practice using the data in the archive (requirement 5b), a list of tools that can
use the data stored in the archive (requirement 5c), and a list of projects and people
that use grid workloads (requirement 5d).
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Fig. 1. An overview of the Grid Workloads Archive design. The design requirements (see
Section 2) are marked on the figure.

3 The Grid Workloads Archive

In this section we present the Grid Workloads Archive. We discuss its design, detail
three distinguishing features, and summarize its current contents.

3.1 The Design

We envision five main roles for the GWA community member. Thecontributor is
the legal owner of one or more grid workloads, and offers themto the GWA com-
munity. TheGWA team helps the contributors to add data to the GWA archive. The
non-expert user is the typical user of the archived data. This user type requires
as much help as possible in selecting an appropriate trace. The expert user uses
the archived data in an expert way. Mainly, this user type requires detailed analy-
sis reports and not automatic ranking, consults the relatedwork, and may develop
new analysis and modelling tools that extend the GWA data loading and analysis
libraries. TheGWA editor contributes to the community by commenting on the
contents of the archive, and by adding related work. One of the major design goals
of the GWA is to facilitate the interaction between these fivetypes of members.

Figure 1 shows the design of the Grid Workloads Archive, withthe requirements
expressed in Section 2 marked on the figure. The arrows represent the direction of
data flows.
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There is one module for collecting grid workload data. The Data Collection mod-
ule receives grid workloads from the contributor (or from the GWA Team, if the
contributor delegates the task). There are several potential sources of data: grid re-
source managers (e.g., the logs of the Globus GRAM Gatekeeper), local resource
managers (e.g., the job logs of SGE), web repositories (e.g., the GridPP Grid Oper-
ations Center), etc. The data are usually not in the GWA format, but in the format
specific to the grid from which they were obtained. The main tasks of the Data
Collection module are to ensure that the received data can be parsed, to eliminate
wrongly formatted parts of the trace, and to format data provenance information.

There are three modules for processing the acquired data. The Data Anonymization
module anonymizes the content received from the Data Collection module, and
outputs in the Grid Workloads Archive format (see Section 3.2). If the Contributor
allows it, a one-to-one map between the anonymized and the original information is
also saved. This will allow future data to be added to the sametrace, without losing
identity correlations between added parts. The Workload Analysis module takes in
the data from the Workloads Database, and outputs analysis data to the Workload
Analysis Database. More details about this component are given in Section 3.5. The
Workload Report module formats for the expert user the results of the workload
analysis and sometimes of workload modeling.

There are three modules supporting the use of the archived data. The Workload
Modeling module attempts to model the archived data, and outputs the results (i.e.,
parameter values) to the Workload Modeling Database. The input for this process
is taken from the Workload Analysis Database (input data), and from the Workload
Models Database (input models). Several workload models are supported, includ-
ing the Lublin-Feitelson model [14]. The Workload Generator module generates
synthetic grid workloads based on the results of the Workload Analysis and Mod-
eling results, or on direct user input. The third module (notshown in Figure 1) is a
library for parsing the stored data.

The GWA contains three modules for data sharing. The Workload Ranking module
classifies and ranks the stored traces, for the benefit of the non-expert user. This
process is further detailed in Section 3.3. The GWA editor uses the Commenting
Interface to comment on various aspects presented in the Grid Workload Archive’s
web site. The Workloads Database stores data in Grid Workloads Archive format.
To enable quick processing, the data is stored as raw text andas a relational data-
base. This module has a web interface to allow the public and free distribution of
the data within.

The Grid Workload Archive contains various additional community-building sup-
port, e.g., bibliographies on previous and derivative related research, and links to
related tools, projects, and people.
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3.2 The Format for Sharing Grid Workload Information

One of the main design choices for the Grid Workloads Archivewas to establish a
common format for storing workload data. There are two design aspects to take into
account. First, there are many aspects that may be recorded,e.g., job characteris-
tics, job grouping and inter-job dependencies, co-allocation [15], advance reserva-
tions [16], etc. Second, grid workload data owners are reluctant to provide data for
a format they have not yet approved. Thus, one must provide the simplest possible
format for the common user, while designing the format to be extensible. We have
designed astandard Grid Workload data Format (GWF) [17], which records de-
tailed information about submitted jobs. To further ease the adoption of our format,
and as a step towards compatibility with related archives, we base it on the PWA
workload format (SWF, the de-facto standard format for the parallel production en-
vironments community) [12]. We add to this format several grid-specific aspects
(e.g., job submission site, etc.) and extension capabilities. We specifically design
the language for the following extensions, which we have identified in our previous
work ([18]) as the most relevant for grid workload modeling:batches and work-
flows, co-allocation, malleability and flexibility, checkpointing, migration, reserva-
tions, failures, and economic aspects (e.g., user-specified utility). From a practical
perspective, the format is implemented both as an SQL-compatible database (GWF-
SQLite), which is useful for most common tasks, and as a text-based version, easy
to parse for custom tasks.

Since grids are dynamic systems, using the workload data in lack of additional in-
formation (e.g., resource availability) may lead to results that cannot be explained.
To address this issue, we have already designed and used a minimal format for
resource availability and state [19].

3.3 The Trace Ranking and Selection Mechanism

The non-expert user faces a big challenge when faced with a large database of
traces:which trace to select? We design a trace mechanisms that ranks traces and
then selects the most suitable of them, based on the requirements of the experimen-
tal scenario.

We devise a classifier that evaluates a workload according tosix categories: num-
ber of sites, number of virtual processors, number of users,number of jobs, average
utilization, and number of reported publications using thetraces. Note that the cat-
egories describe user-specific aspects, system-specific aspects, user-system interac-
tion (utilization), and community relevance (reported work). For a given workload,
the classifier assigns a number of stars for each category, from 0 to 5, higher values
are better. The classifier is completely described by Table 1, which shows the map-
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Table 1
A model for automated trace ranking. The quality level is given by the numberof stars (⋆
sign).

Category Sample ⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ ⋆

System Sites - 1 2-5 6-10 11-20 >20

System Cores 0-100 101-1k 1k-5k 5k-10k 10k-25k >25k

No. Users 0-50 51-100 101-200 201-500 0.5k-1k >1k

No. Jobs 0-15k 15k-100k 100k-200k 200k-500k 500k-1M >1M

Utilization 0-10% 11-20% 21-40% 41-60% 61-75% >75%

Reported work 0 1 2-5 6-10 11-20 >20

ping between value ranges and the number of stars for GWA’s six categories. We
denote byWs a hypothetical workload that has sample-like characteristics, i.e., the
values for its six categories are nearly 0.

We define theworkload signature as the set of six values for workload’s charac-
teristics as output by the classifier. We denote byC0 the set of all six categories.
Consider an experimental scenario in which only some of the categories fromC0

are relevant for workload selection, e.g., the number of system cores and the av-
erage utilization for a resource provisioning scenario. Let C be the subset ofC0

that includes only the categories relevant for the scenarioat hand; we call suchC a
scenario-dependent subset ofC0. We define thepartial workload signature for the
characteristics in C as the workload signature from which the characteristics not in
C (with C ⊆ C0) have been eliminated. Then, we define thedistance between two
workloads W1 and W2 as

D(C,W1,W2) =

|C|∑

k=1

(ck

1
− ck

2
)2

25 × |C|
, (1)

whereC is the scenario-dependent set of characteristics, andWi = (c1

i
, c2

i
, ...)

is the partial workload signature of workloadi for the characteristics inC. The
denominator in Equation 1 normalizes the values; the constant included in the di-
visor, 25, takes into account that the values are between 0 and 5 stars. In particu-
lar, we callD(C0, ·, ·) the scenario-independent distance, andD(C0,Wi,Ws) the
scenario-independent value (short,value) of workload Wi.

The ranking and selection mechanisms use the distance between workloads. We
present online the ranking table that uses the scenario-independent value of the
traces present in the GWA. The GWA users can select traces using directly this
table, or can obtain a different table by specifying a newC.
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Table 2
The GWA content (status as of August 2007). The⋆ sign marks restrictions due to data
scarcity (see text). The⋄ sign marks traces under processing. The‡ sign marks traces with
pending publication rights.

Number of observed

ID System Period Sites CPUs Jobs Groups Users

GWA-T-1 DAS-2 02/05-03/06 5 400 602K 12 332

GWA-T-2 Grid’5000 05/04-11/06 15 ∼2500 951K 10 473

GWA-T-3⋄ NorduGrid 05/04-02/06 ∼75 ∼2000 781K 106 387

GWA-T-4⋄ AuverGrid 01/06-01/07 5 475 404K 9 405

GWA-T-5⋄ NGS 02/03-02/07 4 ∼400 632K 1 379

GWA-T-6⋄ LCG 05/05-01/06 1⋆ 880 1.1M 25 206

GWA-T-7‡ GLOW 09/06-01/07 1⋆ ∼1400 216K 1⋆ 18

GWA-T-8‡ Grid3 06/04-01/06 29 2208 1.3M 1⋆ 19

GWA-T-9‡ TeraGrid 08/05-03/06 1⋆ 96 1.1M 26 121

Total 13.51 yrs 136 >10000 >7M 191 2340

Average 1.35 yrs 15 1151 787K 21 260

3.4 The Contents of the Workloads Database

Table 2 shows the nine workload traces currently included inthe GWA. Note that
several are under processing, or have pending publication rights. The data sources
for these traces range from local resource managers (e.g., PBS) to grid resource
managers (e.g., Globus GRAM) to user- and VO-level resource managers (e.g.,
Condor Schedd). In several cases, incomplete data is provided, e.g., for NorduGrid
the trace does not include locally submitted (non-grid) jobs.

TheGWA-T-1 trace is extracted from DAS-2 [20], a wide-area distributedsystem
consisting of 400 CPUs located at five Dutch Universities. DAS-2 is a research
testbed, with the workload composed of a large variety of applications, from simple
single CPU jobs to complex co-allocated Grid MPI [21] or IBIS [22] jobs. Jobs can
be submitted directly to the local resource managers (i.e.,by system users), or to
Grid gateways that interface with the local resource managers. To achieve low wait
time for interactive jobs, the DAS system is intentionally left as free as possible by
its users.

TheGWA-T-2 trace is extracted from Grid’5000 [23], an experimental grid plat-
form consisting of 9 sites geographically distributed in France. Each site comprises
one or several clusters, for a total of 15 clusters inside Grid’5000. The main objec-
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tive of this reconfigurable, controlable, and monitorable experimental platform is
to allow experiments in all the software layers between the network protocols up to
the applications. We have obtained traces recorded by all batch schedulers handling
Grid’5000 clusters (OAR [24]), from the beginning of the Grid’5000 project up to
November 2006. Note that most clusters of Grid’5000 were made available during
the first half of 2005.

The GWA-T-3 trace is extracted from NorduGrid [2], a large scale production
grid. In NorduGrid, non-dedicated resources are connectedusing the Advanced
Resource Connector (ARC) as Grid middleware [25]. Over 75 different clusters
have been added over time to the infrastructure. We have obtained the ARC logs
of NorduGrid for a period spanning from 2003 to 2006. In theselogs, the informa-
tion concerning the grid jobs is logged locally, then transferred to a central database
voluntarily. The logging service can be considered fully operational only since mid-
2004.

TheGWA-T-4 trace is extracted from AuverGrid, a multi-site grid that ispart of the
EGEE project. This grid employs the LCG middleware as the grid’s infrastructure
(same as theGWA-T-6 trace). The AuverGrid is used mostly for biomedical and
high-energy physics research. We have obtained traces recorded by the resource
managers of the five clusters present in AuverGrid.

TheGWA-T-5 trace is extracted from the UK’s National Grid Service (NGS), a
grid infrastructure for UK e-Science. We have obtained traces from the four dedi-
cated computing clusters present in NGS.

TheGWA-T-6 trace is extracted from the LHC Computing Grid (LCG) [1]. LCG is
a data storage and computing infrastructure for the high energy physics community
that will use the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN. The LCG production
Grid currently has approximately 180 active sites with around 30,000 CPUs and
3 petabytes storage, which is primarily used for high energyphysics (HEP) data
processing. There are also jobs from biomedical sciences running on this Grid.
Almost all the jobs are independent computationally-intensive tasks, requiring one
CPU to process a certain amount of data. The workloads are obtained via the LCG
Real Time Monitor2 (RTM). The RTM monitors jobs from all major Resource
Brokers on the LCG Grid therefore the data it collects are representative at the
Grid level. In particular, theGWA-T-6 is a long-term trace coming from one of the
largest LCG sites, comprising 880 CPUs.

TheGWA-T-7 trace is extracted from the Grid Laboratory of Wisconsin (GLOW),
a campus-wide distributed computing environment that serves the computing needs
of the University of Wisconsin-Madison’s scientists. ThisCondor-based pool con-
sists of over 1400 machines shared temporarily by their rightful owners [26]. We

2 The Real Time Monitor is developed by Imperial College Londonhttp://
gridportal.hep.ph.ic.ac.uk/rtm/.
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have obtained a trace comprising all the jobs submitted by one Virtual Organi-
zation (VO) in the Condor-based GLOW pool, in Madison, Wisconsin. The trace
spans four months, from September 2006 to January 2007.

TheGWA-T-8 trace is extracted from the Grid3, which represents a multi-virtual
organization environment that sustains production level services required by vari-
ous physics experiments. The infrastructure was composed of more than 30 sites
and 4500 CPUs; the participating sites were the main resourceproviders under var-
ious conditions [27]. We have obtained traces recorded by the Grid-level scheduler
corresponding to one of the largest VOs: the Grid3/USATLAS;there are three ma-
jor VOs in the system, the others being iVDgL and USCMS. These traces capture
the execution of workloads of physics working groups: a single job can run for up
to a few days, and the workloads can be characterized as directed acyclic graphs
(DAGs) [28].

TheGWA-T-9 trace is extracted from the TeraGrid system, a system for e-Science,
with more than 13.6 TeraFLOPS of computing power, and facilities capable of
managing and storing more than 450 TeraBytes of data [3]. We have obtained
traces recorded by the interface between the Grid level scheduler and the local re-
source manager of one of the TeraGrid sites: the UC/ANL. In theanalyzed traces,
workloads are composed of applications targeting high-resolution rendering and
remote visualization; ParaView, a multi-platform application for visualizing large
data sets [3], is the commonly used application.

3.5 The Toolbox for Workload Analysis, Reporting, and Modeling

The GWA provides a comprehensive toolbox for automatic trace analysis, report-
ing, and modeling. The toolbox provides the contributors and the expert users with
information about the stored workloads, and can be used as a source for building
additional workload-related tools.

The workload analysis focuses on three aspects: system-wide characteristics (e.g.,
system utilization, job arrival rate, job characteristics; comparison of sequential
and parallel jobs’ characteristics), user and group characteristics (i.e., similar to
system-wide characteristics, but for all and top users), and performance analysis
(e.g., resource consumption, waiting and running jobs, andthroughput). The analy-
sis enables a quick comparison of traces for the expert user,or a detailed view of
one grid, for the contributor (that is, the grid administrator); we detail in Section 4.1
several such uses. Figures 2, 3, 4 show a sample of the workload analysis results.

Figure 2 shows that grid utilization ranges from very low (below 20% for DAS) to
very high (above 85% for one cluster in LCG (traceGWA-T-6)).

Figure 3 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF)for the most important
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Fig. 2. System utilization over time for NorduGrid, Condor GLOW, Grid3, LCG, DAS-2,
and DAS-2 Grid. The busiest month may be different for each system.
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Fig. 3. CDFs of the most important job characteristics for NorduGrid, Condor GLOW,
Condor UWisc-South, TeraGrid, Grid3, LCG, DAS-2, and DAS-2 Grid.Note the log scale
for time-related characteristics.

job characteristics for the GWA workloads: the inter-arrival time between consec-
utive jobs, the wait time, the runtime, the memory consumption, the consumed
CPU time, and the job parallelism (number of CPUs per job). For all traces, in
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Fig. 4. The number of submitted jobs (left) and the consumed CPU time (right) by user
per system: NorduGrid (top row), Condor GLOW (second row), Grid3 (third row), and
DAS-2 (bottom). Only the top 10 users are displayed. The horizontal axis depicts the user’s
rank. The vertical axis shows the cumulated values, and the breakdown per week. For each
system, users have the same labels in the left and right sub-graphs.

90% of cases a new job arrives at most 1 minute after the previous jobs. The run-
time, wait time distributions show that grids must serve widely different categories
of users, from interactive (DAS) to computing-intensive applications (NorduGrid).
Similarly, the resource consumption characteristics are very different across traces.
Finally, the majority of jobs in the traces are single-processor, corresponding to
parameter-sweep applications being the main mode of operation in grids.

Figure 4 shows that a small number of users (below 10) dominate the workloads in
both number of submitted jobs and consumed CPU time, for all the analyzed traces.
In DAS, the top user by the number of submitted jobs is an automated verification
tool: jobs are constantly generated every two hours; Figure4 depicts this situation
with equally sized stripes.

4 Using the Grid Workloads Archive

The GWA can also be beneficial in many theoretical and practical endeavors. In
this section, we discuss the use of the GWA in three broad scenarios: research in
grid resource management, for grid maintenance and operation, and for grid design,
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procurement, and performance evaluation.

4.1 Research in grid resource management

There are many ways in which the GWA can be used for research ingrid resource
management. We have already used the archived content to understand how real
grids operate today, to build realistic grid workload models, and as real input for a
variety of resource management theory (e.g., queueing theory).

The study in [29] shows how real grids operate today. The authors analyze four grid
traces from the GWA, with a focus on virtual organizations, on users, and on indi-
vidual jobs characteristics. They further quantify the evolution and the performance
of the Grid systems from which the traces originate. Their main finding is that real
grid workloads are differ significantly from those used in grid simulation research,
and in particular that grid workloads comprise mostly single processor jobs. In
another work, we have investigated the existence of batchesof jobs in grids, and
found that batches are responsible for 85%–95% of the jobs, and for 30%–96% of
the total consumed CPU [30]. The imbalance of job arrivals in multi-cluster grids
has been assessed using traces from the GWA in another study [31].

Hui Li et al. conduct statistical analysis of cluster and grid level workload data
from LCG, with emphasis on the correlation structures and thescaling behav-
ior [32,33,37]. This leads to the identification and modeling of several important
workload patterns, including pseudo-periodicity, long range dependence, and ”bag-
of-tasks” behavior with strong temporal locality. The performance impact of the
correlations between the workload characteristics is shown in simulations to in-
fluence significantly the system performance, both at the local and at the grid
level [34]. This gives evidence that realistic workload modeling is necessary to
enable dependable grid scheduling studies.

The contents of the GWA has been used to characterize grids asqueues, by assess-
ing the jobs’ wait and run time marginal distributions, by estimating the number
of jobs arriving and exiting the system over time, and by computing the resource
utilization rate [29]. Similarly, the traces have been usedto characterize grids as
service-oriented architectures, by assessing the jobs’ goodput and throughput [29].
Finally, the traces have been used to show that grids can be treated as dynamic
systems with quantifyable [35] or predictable behavior [36,37]. These studies show
evidence that grids are capable to become a predictable, high-throughput computa-
tion utility.

The contents of the GWA has also been used to evaluate the performance of various
scheduling policies, both in real [5] and simulated [35,31]environments. Finally,
the tools in the GWA have been used to provide an analysis back-end to a grid
simulation environment [31].
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4.2 Grid maintenance and operation

The content of GWA can be used for grid maintenance and operation in many ways,
from comparing real systems with established practice (represented in the archive),
to testing real systems with realistic workloads. We detailbelow two such cases.

A system administrator can compare the performance of a working grid system with
that of similar systems by comparing performance data extracted from their traces.
Additionally, the performance comparison over time (e.g.,for each week repre-
sented in the trace) may help understanding when the operated system has started
to behave outside the target performance level. Since gridsrepresent new technol-
ogy for most of their users, a lower performance in the beginning may represent
just a learning period; to distinguish between this situation and system misconfig-
uration, the beginning of the traces of other starting systems (e.g.,GWA-T-1) can
be compared with the system under inquiry.

In large grids, realistic functionality checks must occur daily or even hourly, to
prevent that jobs are assigned to failing resources. Our results using data from the
GWA show that the performance of a grid system can rise when availability is taken
into consideration, and that human administration of availability change informa-
tion may result in 10-15 times more job failures than for an automated solution,
even for a lowly utilized system [19]. To perform realistic functionality testing,
tools like the GRENCHMARK can ”replay” selected parts of the traces from the the
GWA in the real environments [5]. Similarly, functionalityand stress testing are
required for long-term maintenance. Again, tools like GRENCHMARK make use of
the data stored in the GWA to run realistic tests.

Grid monitoring systems like Caltech/CERN’s MonALISA [38] andGridLab’s
Mercury [39] are now common tools that assist in the grid maintenance and op-
eration. Based on a trace and tools from the GWA, we have assessed the trade-off
between the quality of information and the monitoring overhead; our simulation
results show that a reduction of 90% in monitoring overhead can be achieved with
a loss in accuracy of at most 10% [40]. Similarly, a system manager may choose to
setup the monitoring system based on a similar analysis, using the same tools and
his system’s data.

4.3 Grid design, procurement, and performance evaluation

The GWA has already been used in many grid design, procurement, and perfor-
mance evaluation scenarios.

The grid designer needs to select from a multitude of middleware packages, e.g.,
resource managers. Oftentimes, the designer uses ”what-if” scenarios to answer
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Table 3
Grid vs. Parallel Production Environments: processing time consumed by users, and high-
est number of jobs running in the system during a day. The ”Type” column shows the
environment type: PProd for parallel production, or Grid for grid computing.

Environment Data Source System Goodput Spike

Name Type /Analysis Processors [CPUYr/Yr] [Jobs/Day]

NASA iPSC PProd [12,41] 128 92.03 876

LANL CM5 PProd [12,42] 1,024 808.40 5358

SDSC Par95 PProd [12,43] 400 292.06 3407

SDSC Par96 PProd [12,43] 400 208.96 826

CTC SP2 PProd [12,44] 430 294.98 1648

LLNL T3D PProd [12] 256 202.95 445

KTH SP2 PProd [12,45] 100 71.68 302

SDSC SP2 PProd [12,46] 128 109.15 2181

LANL O2K PProd [12] 2,048 1,212.33 2458

OSC Cluster PProd [12] 57 93.53 2554

SDSC BLUE PProd [12] 1,152 876.77 1310

LCG, 1 Cluster Grid [29] 880 750.50 22550

Grid3, 1 VO Grid [29] 2208 360.75 15853

DAS-2 Grid [29] 400 30.34 19550

NorduGrid Grid this work ∼3,100 770.20 7953

TeraGrid, 1 Site Grid [29] ∼200 n/a 7561

Condor, GLOW, 1 VO Grid this work ∼1,400 104.73 6590

questions such asWhat if the current users would submit 10 times more jobs in
the same amount of time? Or 50 times, or 100 times..., or If the users of another
environment could submit their workload to our environment, what would be the
success rate of the jobs submitted by these combined communities? Using work-
loads from the GWA, and a workload submission tool such as GRENCHMARK, the
designer can answer these questions for a variety of potential user workloads. We
have shown a similar use of the GWA’s content for the DAS environment in our
previous work [5].

During the procurement phase, a prospective grid user may select between several
infrastructure alternatives: to rent compute time on an on-demand platform, to rent
or to build a parallel production environment (e.g., a largecluster), or to join a grid
as a resource user. The reports published by the GWA show evidence that grids
already offer similar or better throughputs and can handle much higher surges in the
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job arrival rate, when compared with large-scale parallel production environments
(see Table 3 and Figure 5 for a summary of these reports).

Similarly to system design and procurement, performance evaluation can use con-
tent from the GWA in a variety of scenarios, e.g., to assess the ability of a system
to execute a particular type of workload [5,8], to find the throughput of the system
for the common usage patterns, or to measure the power consumption and failure
rate under different workload patterns. Note that the same approach may be used
during procurement to compare systems using trace-based grid benchmarking.
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Table 4
A summary of workload archives in Computer Science. The +,∼, and - signs denote a
feature that is present, for which an insufficient approach has been taken, or which lacks,
respectively.

Workload 1 2 3 4 5

Archive collect process use share build community

(Since) a b c a b c a b c a b c d

The Internet

ITA [9] (1995) - + + + - - - - + + - + + -

WIDE [47] (1999) - + + + - - - - + + - + + -

CAIDA (2002) + + + + - - - + + + + + + +

CRAWDAD [11] (2005) - + + + - - - + + ∼ + + + +

NTTT [48] (2006) - - + + - + - - - + ∼ ∼ - -

Single-computer Systems

BYU [49] (1999) + - + - - - + - + + - + + -

NMSU [50] (2002) - - - - - - - - - ∼ + - + -

CADRE [51] (2003) + - + + - - - + - + ∼ ∼ + -

Cluster-based Systems

PWA [12] (1999) + + - - - + + ∼ - + + + - +

MAUI HPC [52] (2001) - - - - - - - - - + - ∼ - -

CFDR [13] (2007) - - - - - - - - - ∼ - - - -

Grids

DGT [53] (2005) - - - - - - - - - + - ∼ + -

Other Archives of Interest

RAT [54] (2007) - - - - - - - - - + - + - +

GWA (2006) + + + + + + + + + + + + + +

4.4 Education

The reports, the tools, and the data included in the GWA can greatly help the educa-
tors. We target courses that teach the use of grids, large-scale distributed computer
systems simulation, and computer data analysis. The reports included in the GWA
may be used to better illustrate concepts related to grid resource management, such
as resource utilization, job wait time and slowdown, etc. The tools may be used to
build new analysis and simulation tools. The data included in the archive may be
used as input for demonstrative tools, or as material for student assignments.

5 A Survey of Workload Archives in Computer Science

In this section we survey several archival approaches in computer science areas,
e.g., Internet, clusters, grids. We assess the relative merits of the surveyed ap-
proaches according to the requirements described in Section 2; Table 4 summarizes
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our survey. In comparison with the Internet community efforts, the GWA contains
tools to generate and use synthetic grid workloads, besidesthe raw grid workload
data. In comparison with the other efforts, the GWA offers more tools for process-
ing, using, and sharing the stored data.

The research community has started to understand the importance of computer sys-
tems’ performance evaluation based on real(istic) traces at the beginning of the
’70s [55]. By the beginning of 1990s, this shift in practice had become common-
place [56,57]. In beginning of the 1990s the invention of theworld-wide web [58],
and the gradual lowering of the bandwidth and disk storage costs, paved the way
for the first workload archives.

In 1995, the Internet community assembled the first publiclyand freely available
workload archive: the Internet Traffic Archive (ITA). ITA has undergone several up-
dates over the years, which show why it still is surprisinglymodern: it has tools for
collecting and processing data, mailing lists for commenting, its data is publicly
and freely available, etc. The Internet community has sincecreated several other
archives, i.e., WIDE, CAIDA’s archives, CRAWDAD, and NTTT. The CAIDA
archives [10,59,60] are combined the largest source of Internet traces. CRAWDAD
is the first archive dedicated to the wireless networks community. These archives
have gradually evolved towards covering most of the requirements expressed in
Section 2 for the Internet community. Notably, with the exception of NTTT, they
do not offer tools for using the offered data; NTTT offers tools for generating syn-
thetic workloads.

Contrary to the Internet community, the computer systems communities are still far
from addressing Section 2’s requirements. The computer architectures community
started its first and most successful database (BYU) at the endof the 1990s. Since
then, several other archives have started, e.g., NMSU and CADRE, but have yet
to improve on the results of the BYU archive. For the cluster-based communities,
the Parallel Workloads Archive (PWA) covers many of the requirements, and has
become the de-facto standard for the parallel production environments community.
The MAUI HPC archive started separately, but has since been included in the PWA.
The DGT, CFDR, and RAT archives only resource availability and failure traces.

The PWA is the closest project to our GWA both in target (parallel computing en-
vironments) and realization. Recently, the PWA has added several grid traces to its
content. However, the PWA workload format [61] was not designed for grid work-
loads, and loses information on many grid-specific aspects,including the number of
used nodes (which may be different from the number of used processors, for multi-
processor nodes), co-allocation, submission site (which may be different from the
execution site), and job exit status. The Grid Workloads Archive is the first archive
to accommodate the requirements of grid workloads, and thuscomplements the
PWA and other approaches. To the best of our knowledge, the GWA is also the first
to satisfy all the requirements of a workloads archive.
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Fig. 6. The GWA project timeline. LSDCS is an acronym for large-scale distributed com-
puting systems.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

While many grids are currently serving as e-Science infrastructure, very little is
known about the real users’ demand. The lack of grid workloads hampers the re-
search on grid resource management, and the practice in grids design, management,
and operation. To collect grid workloads and to make them available to this diverse
community, we have designed and developed the Grid Workloads Archive. The de-
sign focuses on two broad requirements: building a grid workload data repository,
and building a community center around the archived data. For the former, we pro-
vide tools for collecting, processing, and using the data. For the latter, we provide
mechanisms for sharing the data and other community-building support. We have
collected so far traces from nine well-known grid environments.

Figure 6 shows the timeline of the GWA project. We are currently extending this
work in two directions: extending the content and inter-connecting the GWA with
other grid tools. For extending the content, our current focus is on supporting on-
line addition of traces with minimal support from the GWA team. We are also
working towards a monthly contribution mechanism, which includes anonymizing
information at the contributor’s site. We are currently inter-connecting the GWA
with ServMark, a grid testing tool that extends GrenchMark [62]. ServMark will
use tools and the contents of the GWA to generate new workloads. By replaying
the existing or the new grid traces on several grids, we hope to prove that the GWA
enables comparable grid performance testing. We are also continuing our effort
to provide libraries for using GWA contents in several grid simulators, e.g., Grid-
Sim [63], SimGrid [64], GangSim [65], and DGSim [31].

For the future, we plan to bring the community of resource management in large-
scale distributed computing systems closer to the Grid Workloads Archive. We be-
lieve that our archive will be useful for many scientific directions including, but not
limited to, scheduling in and performance evaluation of such systems. We also plan
to develop a grid workload model based on the data collected in the archive, and to
include it in the workload models database.
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Data Availability and Contributions

The Grid Workloads Archive can be reached online at

http://gwa.st.ewi.tudelft.nl

We continue to look for contributors who would donate grid workloads for the ben-
efit of the grid community. On the one hand, many organizations view this data as
revenue-generating (in the industry), or critical for obtaining grants (the academia),
and are reluctant to make the data public. On the other hand, collecting unrepre-
sentative traces, either because of reduced size or becauseof the source (e.g., jobs
specific to only one user), is not a goal for the Grid WorkloadsArchive.

We are looking for two types of contributions: one-time and monthly. We look for
one-time contributions with traces that have an average value of ⋆ ⋆ ⋆ or higher
(see Section 3.3). For monthly contributions, we invite contributors which collect
month-worth traces with a value of at least⋆ on average.
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